
GAIT ANALYSIS SUMMARY REPORT 

Below are a few notes to hopefully explain the graphs in more detail so you can understand them 

better. Please do not panic if you look at the graphs and the lines do not perfectly match up – no-

one is ever completely 100% symmetrical (some people are right handed others are left handed etc). 

The purpose of this report is to identify what is ‘normal’ for Example whilst sound as it picks up 

certain areas that you may already know he is tighter in etc. This report is most beneficial when used 

over a period of time to be referred back to acting as a baseline in case there are any changes 

enabling potential problems to be quickly identified.  

Trot 

Trot was used for analysis as this is most representative of the testing he is required to pass at FEI 

level Eventing. 5 Trials were carried out and the analysis is shown in the Quintic Gait Report. The 

following summary was found to be consistent across all trials. Example was very consistent in his 

movement patterns throughout each trial whilst the speed tended to vary.  

Stride Characteristics  

• From video analysis Example appears to trot more forward going from left to right across 

the screen resulting in slightly higher speeds of the off fore while he was trotting left to 

right across the screen. To be critical the concrete is not completely level as is has a small 

incline from right to left and the horse can anticipate stopping at the top to turn around so 

is less willing to trot freely forward right to left. 

• Hence the stride length differs slightly on the left side compared to the right side but as this 

is reflected in differing stride time and load time (hence different speeds) this is not an 

indication of lameness. 

• He has good suspension in his trot shown by a relatively short load time compared to stride 

time. 

Limb Angles 

• Example shows extremely good symmetry in his protraction and retraction particularly in the 

foreleg. The minimal levelling shown at the maximum protraction reflects the ‘flick’ of his 

toes. 

• The maximum hindleg protraction also indicated very good symmetry (difference of ~3°) 

with the near hind very slightly trailing more than the off hind.  

• The pattern of movement is very similar in both the near fore and off fore. However the 

near fore has slightly smaller angles (greatest difference of 6°) indicating he is more upright 

through his near shoulder and slightly more open though his off shoulder. 

• The near elbow shows slightly more flexion than the off fore but similar levels of extension. 

This is relative to the shoulder angles mentioned above. 

• He shows good symmetrical extension at the knee.  

• He also shows a good degree of flexion of the fetlock for good shock absorption. The slight 

dip shown at the peak of the fetlock graph reflects minimal loss in effort to keep the toe 

from dropping whilst the foreleg swings through. However the coronet angles shows a 

relatively deep difference in the angle throughout the stride indicating good activation. 

• Although the pattern of the hips are similar the near hind hip shows a greater difference 

between flexion and extension compared to the off hind hip. This may reflect possible 

tightness in the off hind hip resulting in it having a smaller range of movement and smaller 



starting angle. Possibly the right hip is slightly raised and combined with the stifle angle 

results perhaps doesn’t rush through as much as the near hind. 

• Example shows a very good flexion ability in the hock showing a difference of approx. 50° 

• Again in the off hind the difference in flexion and extension is smaller than in the near hind 

supporting evidence that the off hind doesn’t push through as much.  

• The near hind has a greater extension in the fetlock than the off hind referring back to a 

greater degree of retraction in the near hind. 

• The coronet angles show fairly good symmetry with differences below 5°. 

• The velocity graphs are all very good – there is a slight deviation in the shoulder graph which 

would support the findings from the angle graphs detailed above. Similarily in the Hip and 

stifle angles there is a very small difference shown. 

Overview 

 To sum up the findings of this report Example has a good active sound trot and shows good range of 

movement in his joints. There is an indication of a possible tightness though his off hind showing a 

reluctance to push through whilst it is extended behind him although he still protracts it well under 

his body. This may be laterally related to the near fore being ever so slightly stiffer/more upright 

through his shoulder. 


